
Missing Item games:

a) Tell all your children to take out the blue pen and sit on it!

Now ask them to draw a picture of the seaside without using the colour blue.

b) Ask one/two volunteers to complete a puzzle(s) - hide a

piece visible to the everyone except the volunteer(s)

c) Ask the children to draw a full-page portrait, but

give them paper with a large whole in the middle cut out

NB: In each case, discuss what it was like afterwards.

Paper Chain Sentence

Explain to the children that just like a puzzle is not complete without all its pieces, you

bubble is not complete with out all its children.  To emphasise this we are going to make a

'Sentence Chain' - we all have to do it because if one word is missing - it won't be a

complete sentence and it won't even make sense

Each child writes a their word on paper, and also their name on their strip of paper.  They

can be encourage to doodle and decorate as they like.

Hang the paper chain as a reminder that you are ALL part of your ONE bubble.

Sentence suggestion: (30 words long)

"Each and every one of us is an important member of our fantastic Bubble and we

will help each other to learn, grow and care using our amazingly different talents!"

- Optional Activity 1:

Jigsaw game

- Intro

- Starter Thought

- Story: "The 10

commandments"

- Reflection

- Optional Activity 2:

Values discussion

- Final Thought

- Prayer

- Optional Activity 3:

Paper Chain

Values discussion

Ask the children to recall as many of their school values as

they can, and list them (you may need to have researched beforehand).

Ask the children to think of examples of things they can do

to live out their school values in their Bubble (Eg: ‘Team work’ – make sure

that anyone left out has a part to play).

Use this discussion to draw up a charter of behaviour for your bubble

TOGETHER1.

Themes Optional Activities
- Being back together

- Working as a team

- Who we are when we are together

- Everybody is important

Bible Reference: Exodus ch 16 - 20
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